Introduction
In this paper we study some properties of periods of rational forms on a regular elliptic surface B(v, a) of basic type and some related problems. (For the theory of elliptic surfaces compare K. Kodaira [81 and A. Kas [6] . We mainly follow their notations.) It is known that such surfaces are suitable completions of the afine surfaces defined by ( 1) y2 = 4x3~(r4ku4k 1_ +Z1u+Z°)x___(uCk+~6k-1uCk-1+ ... +11u+70),
where we denote by (u, x, y) the variables of the three dimensional affine space C 3 and by (z) _ (v4k, , z°), (a) = (a 6k_1, , y°) the parameters. We understand by a period function W(v, a) of a rational form of the surface B(z, a) the holomorphic function of the parameters (v, a) of the form : W(v, a) = w(v, 6), 5 F(z,6) where the rational form W(r, a) on B(z, a) and the homology class T(r, a) on B(v, a) satisfy conditions of continuity with respect to the parameters (v, a). Our chief object is to study certain properties of the period functions W(r, a).
We sketch our results briefly. After recalling some basic notions and definitions of elliptic surfaces needed below, we study in the first chapter the periods of rational 2-forms on the elliptic surface B0: y2 = 4x3-(u6k-1) in details.
These periods may be regarded as generalizations of Beta integrals : u1 1(u-1)q-1du in the theory of hypergeometric functions (F. Klein [7] ). 0 The study of these periods leads to power series expansions of the period functions W(v, a) at the point Q°) _ ((0, ... , 0), (0, ... , 0,1)). We derive some applications from these power series expansions : the determination of the rank of 'period maps' of individual rational forms, etc.
We also know that these period functions are complete solutions of certain partial linear differential equations D of the second order. In the second chapter we study the structure of D and some related problems. In § 4c--' 5, we find a criterion of 'regularity ' for systems of linear partial differential equations. This elementary criterions means merely that the solutions are 'regular' if and only if certain ordinary differential equations, which correspond to the partial equations in question, are regular in the usual sense ([c, f.] Lemma 5.1). N We investigate what an information about the behavior of the equations D at the singular loci is obtained from the regularity condition above. The subjects of these sections are independent of the other sections and are inspired by a work of P. A. Griffiths concerning the behavior of periods at the singular loci. (For the condition of regularity see also Geraud [2] ). Next, we investigate the coefficients of the system of linear partial differential equations D. We find that these coefficients are expressed in terms of certain matrices Q=(co) composed of the periods wi;= wti of rational 2-forms wti 5 r3
along the 2-cycles r~ on B. Instead of studying the matrices Q directly, we examine the matrices X = Qt1-1 tQ where I denotes the intersection matrices of r,. We obtain a formula which expresses the entries of the matrices X in terms of the data of rational forms wi at the singular points of the singular locus of the surfaces B. The process may be regarded as a generalization of well-known Legendre's relation in the theory of algebraic function of one variable.
([c. f.] concluding remarks.) The author expresses his hearty thanks to Professor K. Kodaira for encouragements and careful readings. §0. Preliminaries.
First, we recall briefly some basic notions and definitions of elliptic surfaces (for details, see K. Kodaira [8] and A. Kas [6] ). A compact complex analytic surface S is called an elliptic surface when there exists a holomorphic mapping ?lf: S--~R of S onto a compact Riemann surface R such that, for any general point u R, Cu = /-1(u) is a non-singular elliptic curve. We call S an elliptic surface over R. A fibre Cu is called a singular fibre when Cu is not an elliptic curve. An elliptic surface S is called a basic elliptic surface if it contains a holomorphic section over the base curve R. We use the symbol B to denote a basic elliptic surface.
It is known that a basic elliptic surface B is always an algebraic surface (K. Kodaira [8] ).
In what follows we restrict our consideration to basic elliptic surfaces over a projective line P1(C). Such a basic elliptic surface B has the following normal form (A. Kas [6] ) : Let P2°(C) (i=1, 2) be projective planes with homogeneous coordinates (4), xh>, 4)) (i =1, 2) and define an affine coordinate of P2"(C) by x= x11)/xol', y= x21'/x1). We define a three dimensional complex manifold W~i' by =Px(i=1, 2) and form a manifold Wk= W~1' U W ~2 (k =1, 2, ...) by means of the transformation law (0.1) uv = 1 , xol) = x~(2) , x12)u2k =x11) , x22)u3k = x12) '
where u, v are affine coordinates of the affine lines (i = 1, 2) . Let g4(u) = r4ku4k+r4k_lu4k-1+ ... +vlu+vp and h6k(u) = u6k+ i 6k_1u6k-1 I ... +71u+10 be two polynomials of respective degrees 4k and 6k in the variable u. Then the basic elliptic surface B is defined by
We denote the elliptic surface B by Bk in order to indicate the degree k of the transformation law (0.1). hsk(u) Define polynomials Dk(u) and Dk(v), respectively, by Dk(u) =g4k(u)--27) and Dk(v) = v12k. Dk (1/v) . If the polynomials Dk(u) and Dk(v) have no multiple roots, then the surface Bk is non-singular. In what follows we assume that the polynomials Dk(u), '(v) have no multiple roots. Define a holomorphic mapping l : Bk_ P1(C) by
Now we define an algebraic curve d k in the surface Bk by
We can easily verify the following facts :
(0.5)1 P 1(u) is an elliptic curve if and only if Dk(u) * 0, (0.5)2 4k is the image of a cross section over the projective line P1(C).
We define an algebraic curve Xk by x= 0 (i =1, 2) and define a rational. 2-form (Vkpq.r) whose polar locus is the curve Xk by (~kpqr' = (upxq/yr)dx A du in terms of the affine coordinate (u, x, y), where p, q, r are non-negative integers r 1 (mod 2), and 2(q+1)k+p+2 < 3(2r+1)k. We know that the geometric genus pg(Bk) of the surface Bk is equal to k--i (Kodaira [8] ) and we can easily verify that the holomorphic 2-forms Wkpo,i) (p =0, 1, ... , k--2) constitute a base of holomorphic 2-forms on the surface Bk.
In the sequel, to make explicit the dependence of the surface Bk and the curves J k, Xk, ... on the parameters (z) = (z4k, ... , r), (a) = (oGk-1, ... , 60), we write Bk(z, a), d k(z, a), X k(z, a), ... for Bk, d k, X k, Chapter I. Power series expansions.
In this chapter, we shall examine the values of the periods of rational 2-forms on certain elliptic surfaces of Fermat type. These values may be 1 regarded as generalizations of Beta integrals: B(p, q) = $uv_1(i_u)_1du qin the theory of hypergeometric function of one variable (F. Klein [7] p. 7). Moreover we derive some applications from our results. § 1. Periods on an algebraic curve of Fermat type.
Let C(m,n) be the algebraic curve of Fermat type defined by
In what follows we assume that (n, m) =1 or m = 0 (mod n). Let Gm= {p, p2, pm =1 } and Gn = {a•, 0'2, ... , Qn =1 } be two cyclic groups of order m and n respectively, and define an isomorphism i (pk, 6t) from the product Gm X Gn into the group of biregular isomorphisms of the algebraic curve C(m,n) by
where l m=exp 2ir4/-1 , ~n=exp m n
Concerning the structure of the one dimensional homology group Hl(C(m,n), Z), we know the following (cf. N. Sasakura [12] )
We can choose a Betti base o f 1-cycles: F ,~ = F1,;(m, n) (i=i, , n-1, j =1, ... , mo-2) such that
where we mean by mo the number of the ramification points of the curve Cm,n considered as a ramified covering of the projective line P1(C). Thus mo = m or mil according as m ` 0 (mod n) or (m, n) =1. The 1-cycles 11,,(m, n) meet no ramification points of Cm,n. The symbol {i(pk, o1)}* means the operation of the automorphisms i(pk, a2) on the 1-cycles on the curve Cm,n. Define rational 1-forms ~mnL' on the curve Cm,n by com'e't' = xpyv-'ndx (where p, v, l are integers p >_ 0, 1 < v < n-1). From (1.3) we obtain
Define the definite integrals v, I) by
With respect to definite integralsv, l), there are following two types.
1)
In [12] , we treated the case where n = m. The other cases can be treated inn a similar manner. of recursion formulas (cf. N. Sasakura [12] ).
We know by an elementary calculation that
Periods of rational 2-forms on an elliptic surface of Fermat type.
Let (i°, a0) be a point on the affine space C4k~1xC6k~1 with coordinate (z°) = (0, , 0), (Q°) = (0, 0, , 0, -1) and denote the basic elliptic surface corresponding to the point (i°, Q°) by B). The surface B o) is defined in the affine space C3 by
Denote the rational 2-forms on the surface B o) by woo;~~'. For the curves of Fermat type C(3 ,2) : t2 = 4s3-12i and C(6k,6) : w6 = vGk-1, we define a rational map Wk from the product C(3,2) x C(6k,6) to the surface B o) by (2.2) Ok((s, t), (v, w)) = (u, x, y) = (v, sw2, tw3)
For a cyclic group Gs = {c, 62, ... , a6 =1 } of order six, we define an operation (a1) on the product C(3,2) X C(6k,6) in the following manner :
Define a subset Ck of the product C() ,2) X C(6k,6) by Ck = C(),2) X C(6k,6)--U (~sk~ 0) j=1 and define a subset B o) of the surface B o) by B o) = B)-U 1(k). In the N j=1 subset Ck, the rational map ~k is a regular map with no ramification point and the image P() coincides with Bo. We know readily that Dk((s, t) X (v, w)) _ (Pk((s', t') X (v', w')) if and only if (i)((s, t) x (v, w)) ((s', t') X (v', w')) for some integer 1. Thus we know that C°/G6 is biregularly equivalent to the open 2) Strictly speaking the elliptic curve : t2 = 4s3-1 is different from the curve C3,2: y2 =s3-1. However, the recursion formula (1.6) and the formula (1.7) hold for t2=4s3-1. Thus we use the same symbol C3,2 to denote the curve t2 = 4s3-1.
3) In (2.2) the rational map ~k is defined in terms of the affine coordinate (s, t) x (v, w). The map Pk is extended (as a rational map) to C(3,3) x C(6k,6) such that the 6k extended mapping is regular and unramified in C(3,2) x {C(6k,6) -U (C6k, 0)). j=1 manifold mO).
Let H,(Bo) be the j-dimensional (rational) homology group of Bo. Combining the exact sequence of relative cohomology groups concerning the pair Bo, U T1-1(6k) and the Poincare-Lefschetz duality theorem (cf. Spanier [13] j=1 p. 239 and p. 296), we obtain an exact sequence of homology groups (cf. Hodge-
On the other hand the surface Bo is regular and the curve ?lT-1(~sk) is topologically a 2-sphere. Hence we obtain
N N Let Z$06)(Ck) and B~G6)(Ck) be vector spaces (over Q) composed of G6-invariant j-dimensional cycles and G6-invariant j-dimensional boundary cycles, respectively. Put H$G6)(Ck) = Z(G6)(Ck)/B;G6)(Ck). Then we have H,G6)(Ck) ^' Hj(Bo). Now we determine the structure of the homology groups H6)(C) and H6)(). Take C°°-differentiable loops r j on the curve C(6k,6) surrounding the points (b6k, 0) once in the positive direction. Then, as a Betti base of the set C(6k,6) point on the curve C(Gk,6)). Now we infer from (1.3) readily the following two facts.
(2.11)1 Any G6-invariant 2-cycle on the set Ck is homologous (rationally) to a linear combination of the 2-cycles F,,l,m , (j =1, 2, m =1, 2, ... , 6k-2) and Bo.
(2.11)2 Among 2-cycles 1 j,1,m (j =1, 2, m =1, 2, ... , 6k-2) and 0 there is no homological relation with rational coefficients.
Concerning the one dimensional case, put r; = (al)*(p1 X r~) (j =1, 2, ... , 6k-1)
Q~EQ6
(where p1 is a point on C(3, 2)). Then we infer readily that For the rational 2-form wqr(0) on the elliptic surface Bo, denote the rational 2-form on C(3 ,2) X C(sk,s) induced by the mapping Dk by (pk)(*)(w?. r(0)).. Then we have p q vdv (2 .14) (~k)*(wPq.r(0)) = Sr ds n 3r-2(4 1) t w Put kpjgmk wPr(0). We have
Combining the formulas in the first section and the formula (2.7), we can express the definite integralsk~gm in the following manner. LEMMA 2.2. Let r= 2+i. For the point (?, a'0) in C4k,1 X C6k take a sufficiently small spherical neighbourhood 20 of (z0, a'0) in C4ki 1 xC6k. Let h(0) be a homology class on the surface B). For any point (i0, a'0) in the neighbourhood0, we denote by h0(-r, a) the homology class on the surface Bk(z0, o0) corresponding to the cycle h0(0). Take any two dimensional homology class h2(0) which belongs to the image (i)(H2(Bo-X o)). Then we infer readily that the corresponding class belongs to the image (i) (H2(Bk(r, a)-X0(r, a))). We can verify that the definite integrals: J Wkp'q'r)(r, a) are holomorphic functions in (z-, a). Moreover we
In the formula (3.1), aw(p' q'r)/ar j and acakp'6'r)/aa j are rational 2-forms r up~jxq~1 r ~P+jxq 2 -yr+2-du n dx and 2 y~ 2-du A dx on B,0), respectively. Let I'k, j,m(0) be the homology class to which the 2-cycle T ic, j,m(0) belongs. Put W' (v, a) = _ ~kp,q,r)(r, a).
rk; j,m THEOREM 3.1. We have the following power series expansion o f the holomorphic functions Wk qm(r, a) at the point (r0, a0) : 
Let Ik be the intersection matrix with respect to the homology classes.
N Pk,j,m(Z, a). Obviously the matrix Ik does not depend on the parameters (z, 6)a We have the following bilinear equality (cf. Hodge [41):
Let Qk be a quadric in P12k-5(C) defined by 
Moreover define 6k x (6k-2) matrix Lops and (4k+1) x (6k-2) matrix Llpo by 1b6k 1 b2kp+1) ... , (61c-3)(p+1)
Finally define a number Bop), (6k x 6k)-diagonal matrix BQpI and (4k+1) x (4k+1)-diagonal matrix Bipo by where we denote by E6k_2 the (6k-2)x(6k-2) unit matrix. Now, from the formula (1.7) and the equation (3.10), we infer that rank Qk(0) =10k-1.
REMARK. By a result of A. Kas and a simple calculation, we know that the systems of basic elliptic surfaces Bo(r, a) essentially depend on iOk-2 parameters. This fact and Theorem 2 show that the periods o f any holomorphic 2-form wkp.o.1)(z, a) describe the structure of the basic elliptic surfaces Bk(z, a) in the neighbourhood I.
We continue the arguments of the previous page. Define
and (4k+1)2 x (12k-4) matrix Qk;(0,2)(Z, a) (_ wipnk),c°'2'(Z, a)) in the following manner
Define a matrix Qk;2(Z, a) by Then by a similar calculation as THEOREM 3.3.
(3.14)
The rank o f the matrix l It is well known that a 2-cycle 12 if and only if ~2 = 0 for all holo 12 (Lefschetz [10] , Kodaira-Spencer
[9]}, surface B(Z, a) is equal to 2 for gene 5) As is seen from the process of th the essential part of Theorem 2.2 and Th of rational forms with poles on X(z, Q) when considered as Cam-differentiable 2-for done by some modifications of the metho though the polar divisor X(z, 6) is not an power series expansion (3.3) gives some o mological independence mentioned above. e proof of Theorem 2.2 and the fact (3.14), eorem 2.3 lies in whether or not the systems in question are cohomologically independent ms in S(z, o~) -X(z, 6). It will be probably d of Hodge-Atiyah [5] or that of Griffiths [3] , ample divisor. However we hope that the ther information than the one obtained coho-Chapter II. A system of linear partial differential equation.
In this chapter, we discuss a system of certain partial differential equations of the second order whose solutions are the period functions Wk;o;m(v, 6). This may be regarded as a generalization of Hypergeometric differential equations of one and several variables (cf. F. Klein [7] and Appell et Kampe de Feriet [1] ). § 4. Some algebraic preparations.
In this section we discuss somewhat general situation than in the previous chapter. Let ~I be a connected domain in the n-dimensional affine space Cn, and let be an analytic set of codimension one in the domain ?I. Letting = s2I-`~, we denote by n1() the fundamental group of the domain 3. Let f be a multivalued holomorphic function defined on 8. Let be an N-dimensional linear space (over the complex number field C) composed of multivalued holomorphic functions defined on 8. For any element r 2r1(8), we denote by (7r) the operation of the element it on the linear space.
We assume that is invariant under the operation (ir) for any 7r E 7r1 (8) . Let f1, , f N E be a base of the vector space , and define an N-dimensional vector by _ (f1, • • , f).
For any partial differential operator = ai1in/azil O~znn, put D(r) = D11 ,...,1 _ (Dti1,...,in f~, ... , Let be a set of pairs of indices (i,, m1) (i =1, 2, ..•, N=(n+1)).
For the sake of simplicity, we denote by D; the differential operator a/az; (j1, ... , n) and by D(li,mi) the differential operator a2/azi. zm. with (i,, m1) C~.
Define an NxN matrix F(z) by
Now we assume that
For an arbitrary differential operator morphic functions Ao', A' (j =1, following manner :
in holothe 6) We assume that N >_ n+1 in this section.
Ao )
Then, obviously, we obtain the following easy PROPOSITION 4.1. For an arbitrary function f and a differential operator we obtain the following (uniquely determined) differential equation
A criterion on the behavior of the solutions at the singular divisors.
In this section, let the situation be the same as in the beginning of the section 4, except the following two differences.
First we restrict the domain '?I and the divisor to those defined by I _ {(z 1, ... , zn) Cn ; I zi I < ~i, with sufficiently samll si}, ~ _ {(z1, • • , zn) i ; z1= 0}. Secondly we omitlthe condition : N>_ n+1.
For the generator ~r of the fundamental group 9rfGI,-~), we denote by p1, pk the eigenvalues of the transformation (7r) (of the linear space On the other hand, by the assumption of the induction we know that the terms yoq are independent of the variables (z2, , z,). Hence we conclude that the functions PN_1,_1, Pl,_(N_l) are independent of the variables (z2, zn). 
Then we infer readily that the determining equation of the differential equation (2.25) does not depend on the parameters (z2, ... , zn). Repeating these procedures, we obtain a series consisting of N holomorphic functions Ho, H1, H2, HN_1 such that REMARK. In a recent result of P. A. Griffiths, it has been discussed that the period functions of the rational forms are 'regular' in the sense that they satisfy the condition (R). The above criterion of 'regularity' is inspired by his result.
Now we examine what conditions are imposed on the coefficients A3i1i...,1N)r A'1N) of the systems of partial differential equations (4.4) by the assumption (5.2). We assume that the singular locus is defined by the equation zi = 0 andd for a certain value i0, the pair of index (1, i0) The coefficients Bmi, B~, Bo satisfy the following recursion formulas :
7) Note that the matrix Ccz2; ..,zn) does not depend on the variable zi. .4), some other inf ormations about the behavior of the functions are needed.
We shall examine the behavior in the following sections. § 6. A bilinear equality between rational 2-forms (without residues) on the surface B(z,Q).
We begin with a general situation.
Let V n be a compact complex manifold of complex dimension n and let Wn-1 be a non-singular divisor of V". Fix a positive definite Hermitian metric ds2 on the manifold Vtm. For any sufficiently small positive number r, denote the tubular neighbourhood of radius s by NE(W n-1) Denote N,,(W n-1)-W n-1 by N,. Let of' be a meromorphic n-form on the manifold V n whose polar locus is the divisor W"1.
We assume that con has no residue around W"1, r, e., $w" = 0 for any rn n-cycle contained in the open manifold N,. By de Rham's theorem n-form con is a derived form considered as a C~-differentiable form in NE. Take a C°°-differentiable (n-1)-form ¶n-1 in NE such that
Take a series of positive numbers s1 <; < E3 < S4 < s. Define a C'-differentiable function x in NE such that V n-W n-1) ). Denote by I the intersection matrix with respect to the base {r1, ••• , rbn}. Let w~, w2 be two meromorphic n-forms having the divisor Wn-1 as polar loci. We assume w~ and w2 to have no residues along W'1. Denote by I i (i =1, 2) the corresponding C°°-differentiable n-forms in the construction (6.1)-(6.3). Denote by (i =1, 2, j =1, ... , bn) the periods of the n-form wn on the homology classes. r j (j =1, ... , j3) and by o j (i =1, 2, j =1, ... , bn) the periods of the n-form w on the homology classes r j (j =1, ... , bn). Define the vector ~ti by ~i = (wr We note that
The well-known bilinear equality asserts that (6.6) ~I1 ' tI-1. A ~n . Choosing a suitable C°°-function x j in N(P1) satisfying the equations corresponding to (6.2), we define 1-forms W j (j =1, 2) as above. Then the expression:
"Thus , for a Betti base {r1, rb1} of V 1 and the corresponding intersection matrix I, we obtain N act) act) (i ) tI-1 . t@72) -2n/-1 ~; -'a j, _1(q+z> .9=1-~-which is an well-known formula in the theory of algebraic functions of one variable. Now we consider the surface B = B(z, a) and the curve X =X(v, a) introduced in § 0. We have the exact sequence corresponding to (6.3) :
We know that the dimension of the image : iH2(B-X) is b2(B)-1. For 2-cycles 2T, ••• , yb1_2 which represent, together with the algebraic cycle A, a base of the subgroup i*(H2(B-X )), we define the intersection matrix Ik . We note that the matrix Ik is non-singular.
Let w1 and wt be two 2-forms whose polar loci are the divisor X. Then we have the following bilinear equality : of the data of rational 2-forms w (j =1, 2) at the singular locus X = Define a divisor T on the surface B by
where we put su = W1 n B, = W2 n B and x' = x/u2k, g1(v) =g 1-l • v4k vl Define a regular function t in 1u by t =12x2-g(u).
Hereafter we assume that (6.10) the curves X and T intersect transversely at the points p, X n T j =1, 2, ... ,12k)8). Then, we can choose local coordinates of the surface B in the tubular neighbourhood NE(X) in the following manner :
For points p T, we choose (u, y) as local coordinates.
For points p T, we choose (t, y) as local coordinates.
By a simple calculation, we have the following transformation law :
8) This condition is equivalent to the following two equivalent conditions. (i) Every singular fibre has only one ordinary double point.
(ii) The discriminant D (u) has no multiple roots. For the points pj E X n T (j=1, .
•. ,12k), we take a small `spherical' neighbourhood lj) --= {p' X : dis (pd, p~) < 2} } (1= 1, 2, 3, 4 ; 21 < 22 < 23 <24) in X such that the following conditions are satisfied : 12k (6.14); L;(01) n L;(q2) = 0 for all points q1, q2 X -U 3J), q1 q2, j=1 12k (6.14) t LT(q1) n LT(02) = 0 for all points q1, q2 U s 43), q1 * q2, By the conditions (6.14); and (6.14)x, we can define a complex mapping Proj,. We note that the 1-forms '(p,q,2r+1) and f (p,q,2r+1) are single-valued in view of (6.20)o and (6.20);. We know by (6.21) and (6.22 ) that the 1-form P p-P is a closed holomorphic 1-form in the neighborhood NE(33~'-2').10' Now we prove the following PROPOSITION 6.1. The 1-form P 0-P is a derived 1-form.
PROOF. The one dimensional homology group H1(NE(3~'-~~') ; Z) of the neighbourhood NE(33~'-32~') is isomorphic to the direct sum ZQ+ Z. Define two closed arcs ~~1) (l =1, 2) in the neighbourhood N~(3i)-23)) in the following manner : (1 >_ 0 >_ 0). Consequently, we obtain r(3) ¶(p,q,2r±1) = 0 1 We note that the projection Prt induces a biregular isomorphism Pry3' from the neighbourhood 8(py, 2) of the algebraic curve Ly onto X (=L0). The closed C°°-differentiable curve ' l on the curve Ly1 is mapped (diff eomorphically) onto the C~-differentiable curve Y2~' on the algebraic curve X (=L0).
The integral $T() ~(P,q,2r+1) is expressed in the following manner : Because of the transformation laws (6.11) we conclude in a similar manner as above that Sri) 2?J =0. q. e, d.
From Proposition 6.1, we know that fj is a single valued holomorphic function in the neighbourhood NE(33'-X323'). Choose a series of positive numbers 22 U13) ~2~) 633) U43) <653' 663' <2g. Define a C~-differentiable function X in the neighbourhood NE('33'-z32j') such that x; =1, in the neighbourhood NE(3~~~ -3Q2'), (6 .26) x; =0, in the neighbourhood N~( Q) and in the set X-N3).
Define a C°°-differentiable 1-form'cp'q'2r,1) in the neighbourhood 1VE ( Let cv(pi'gi'2ri+1) (i =1, 2) be rational 2-forms on the surface B with polar locus X and let ~(pi,gi,2rti+1) (i =1, 2) be closed C°°-differentiable 2-forms corresponding to the rational 2-forms W(pi'gi'2r2+1' by means of the above construction. We mean by C~-differentiable 1-forms (pi,gi,2ri+1) (i =1, 2) the 1-forms corresponding to the rational 2-forms W(p1'g2'2ri+1) (i =1, 2) by the formula (6.28). For any tubular neighbourhood NE(X) of X, we choose a C~-differentiable retract p : NE(X) --~ X and, for any subset of X, we define ZE(^U) = p-1() aNE(X) , where aN(X) denotes the boundary of NE(X ). Then we have
From the equations (6.20)0, (6.22),, (6.28) and (6.30), we infer that d?P'(pi,gi,2ri+1) = ~(pi,gi,2ri+1) (i =1, 2) at any point Q E zE3(X ). From the equations (6.20)0 ,, and (6.28) we see that j'(pi,gi,2rz+1) _ ¶o(pi,g2j2rj+1) (i =1, 2) at any point Q v3(X) n (Ne(X)-NE((pj; a3)). So we have (6 33) lu(5PlJ2rl+1 ,g ,) n ~(p2,g2,2r2;-1) B = J lr(pl,g1,2r1+1) n ~(p2,g2,2r2+1) j=1 r 3~S(pj,24)) ,
Finally, from the equations (6.28) and (6.30), we infer that (pi,g1,2n1+1) = dJ, +?~p2,g2,2ri+1) (i = 1, 2) at any point Q E z~3(34j)). So we have 12k (6.34) J (pl,g1,2r1+1) n ~(p2,g2,2r2+1) 9-1 zE3(~41))
Now we know that 2-form f P1,g1,2r1 ±1)~(p2,22,2r2+1) is holomorphic in the neighbourhood Ne(J3(p j ; A3)-3(p3; A2)) and zE3(a B(pj ; A4)) forms a Betti base of two cycles on the neighbourhood N~(3(pj ; A3)-s(pj ; A2)). We summarize the above results in the following LEMMA 6.1. Let r j (c 3(p3: a,)) be a C°°-closed curve which surrounds the point pj (E Xn T) once, where Uj is a sufficiently small positive number. Let be a sufficiently small positive number. Then we have (6.35) C~$(Pll2rlk1) ,g,n w(p2,12,2r2+1)
Now we shall obtain the explicit values of the integrals (6.35). We know that the holomorphic function u(y, t) and x(y, t) are even functions in the variable y, i. e., u(y, t) = u(-y, t), x(y, t) = x(-y, t) in view of the equation (6.9). By a simple calculation we find that the partial derivatives agu/ayg, ax/aye We expand the derivatives au/ay and au/at in the following forms (cf.
(6,11)) (6.40) au/ay = y(~ n2 f(t)y2f), au/at = t( s"2 f(t)y2f) .
By the equations (6.39) and (6.40), we have
Now we write the 1-form (p,q,2r+1)_, p,q,2r+1) in the following form (6.42) = { a $y} +lr+l) yi} dy+{ ~ jp22+ir+i~ yi dt where the coefficients a2r+1)' b~p,q.2r+1) are rational functions on the curve X.
Recall that the 1-form cb ,q,2r+1)__~bcp,q,2r~1) is closed and has no period on any 1-cycles in the neighbourhood N(-3').
Hence we have Let C~(pi,gi,2r2I 1) (i =1, 2) be 2-forms and let a2 +loi°2ri+1)(t), lip;oo)(t) be the rational functions on X corresponding to the forms co(pi,gti,2ri+1) by means of the equations (6.44) and (6.45). Also we denote by (iJ(pti,gz,2rz+1) closed C°°-differentiable 2-forms corresponding to the forms Cl~(pi,0i,2ni+1) in the process (6.9)-(6.31).
Then we have the following THEOREM 6.1. 
D12k-6~k
13) The bilinear equality between rational 2-forms are available in more general situations now. We shall discuss in later.
We write the matrix in (6. 
